We aim to investigate how statistical tools can help detect potential data fabrication in the social-and medical sciences. In this proposal we outline three projects to assess the value of such statistical tools to detect potential data fabrication and make the first steps in order to apply them automatically to detect data anomalies, potentially due to data fabrication. In Project 1, we examine the performance of statistical methods to detect data fabrication in a mixture of genuine and fabricated data sets, where the fabricated data sets are generated by actual researchers who participate in our study. We also interview these researchers in order to investigate, in Project 2, different data fabrication characteristics and whether data generated with certain characteristics are better detected with current statistical tools than others. In Project 3 we use software to semi-automatically screen research articles to detect data anomalies that are potentially due to fabrication, and develop and test new software forming the basis for automated screening of research articles for data anomalies, potentially due to data fabrication, in the future. 
Problem statement
There is a clear need to develop and validate statistical tools to detect (potential) data fabrication in the social-and medical sciences. 2% of researchers admit to have either falsified or fabricated research data once in their professional career (Fanelli 2009 ), but only a dozen cases are discovered in the U.S. and the Netherlands per year, while combined they cover ~300,000 researchers. Arguably, then, the cases that are discovered are only the tip of the iceberg.
Considering that data fabrication undermines the epistemological pursuit of science and negatively affects the validity of published findings, fairness in the scientific reward system, and trust in science, it is important to improve its detection. In the last decade, journals have started using automated tools as a screening device to detect image manipulation and plagiarism in submitted or accepted articles. Numerous case studies (e.g., in the Journal of Cell Biology) suggest that these screening tools are effective and useful to detect various forms of research misconduct. In the social-and medical sciences, image detection tools are practically useless because data are primarily quantitative and based on observations of behavior, questionnaires, (cognitive) tests, etc. Despite their potential use as a screening device, there are currently no well-established tools to detect data anomalies (potentially) due to fabrication of quantitative data.
Statistical tools to detect data fabrication have been successful in several ad hoc investigations in the social-and medical sciences, of which the Diederik Stapel case is perhaps the most well known. As in the Fuji case in anesthesiology (Carlisle 2012), statistical results reported in the articles of Stapel allowed for statistical tests that indicated his results were too good to be true (Levelt Committee et al. 2012) . Similarly, the raw data underlying some of Stapel's articles enabled the detection of patterns that were clearly different from what would be expected in data subject to random sampling. Such patterns were also used in the investigations of Smeesters and Sanna (Simonsohn 2013) . These cases and earlier research (Mosimann et al. 1995 , Mosimann et al. 2002 highlighted that researchers are often quite bad in fabricating data that look genuine. However, little is known about how to distinguish fabricated scientific data from genuine scientific data. In this project, we evaluate the value of statistical tools to detect data fabrication and ways to apply these statistical methods (semi-)automatically in a screening tool to detect data anomalies, potentially due to data fabrication.
The use of statistical tools is of interest to integrity offices (e.g., ORI), editors, peerreviewers, or (potential) whistleblowers. Currently, editors and peer-reviewers do not actively look for scientific misconduct whilst reviewing (Bornmann et al. 2008) . Computerized tools to automatically screen articles for statistical irregularities could be helpful in detecting problematic data at any stage in the research process, but specifically during or after the publication process. To highlight the speed with which such tools could operate: we have previously applied methods to screen for statistical reporting errors, scanning hundreds of papers per minute (Nuijten et al. 2015 ).
Goal(s) and objective(s)
We investigate the performance of statistical tools to detect potential data fabrication in the social-and medical sciences and their potential as an automatic screening tool. To this end, Project 1 aims to evaluate the performance of statistical tools to detect potential data fabrication by inspecting genuine datasets already available and fabricated datasets generated by researchers in our study. In Project 2, we qualitatively assess ways in which researchers fabricate data based on the interviews from Project 1. Finally, in Project 3, we develop and test software to screen research articles for data anomalies potentially due to data fabrication. With these projects, we aim to improve detection methods and lay the groundwork for a thoroughly developed screening tool for detecting data anomalies potentially due to data fabrication. This project examines the performance of statistical tools to detect data fabrication. To this end, we subject fictional data to various statistical methods. We examine the performance of such statistical tools using genuine data (already available) and fabricated data we ask researchers to generate. Additionally, we investigate the summary statistics of these data, providing a replication of a study we are currently conducting on validating methods to detect data fabrication with summary statistics.
Digit analysis inspects whether reported values follow expected distributions based on mathematical laws or measurement properties. For instance, Benford (1938) states that the first digit should be 1 in ~30% of the cases, 2 in ~18% of the cases, with higher numbers occurring even less frequently. Based on Burns (2009) Deckert et al. (2011), and Diekmann (2007) , we hypothesize that a tool based on Benford's law will not be helpful to distinguish genuine from fabricated latency data. Terminal (i.e., last) digit analysis tests whether the last digits are uniformly distributed (Mosimann and Ratnaparkhi 1996) , because these are expected to contain mostly random (measurement) error.
Variance analysis inspects whether there is sufficient variation in the reported standard deviations (SDs; Simonsohn, 2013) , something that might be forgotten by data fabricators. Because SDs are subject to sampling fluctuation, there should be variation in those SDs. Based on the study's sample size and mean SD, the expected amount of sampling fluctuation can be simulated. Subsequently, the observed variation in the SDs can be compared with the expected amount of sampling fluctuation to determine whether the data are overly consistent.
Multivariate associations exist in real data but are often not taken into account by fabricators (e.g., Buyse et al. 1999) , resulting in peculiar multivariate results in fabricated data. By comparing the multivariate associations observed in the fabricated data with the meta-analyzed multivariate associations observed in genuine data, we try to detect fabricated data by identifying discrepant multivariate associations.
Procedure project 1
Of all Dutch/Flemish researchers who published a peer-reviewed paper incorporating the Stroop task (see below), we collect twenty participants for Project 1. We invite these researchers to participate and, if they are willing, schedule a 1.5-hour session where the experimenter (Chris Hartgerink [CHJH] or student-assistant) visits the researcher. In the invitation, researchers are provided with an information leaflet that explains the general procedure and that their participation is compensated with €100. The leaflet includes the informed consent form that explicitly states that the study entails fabricating data for a fictional study and explains our study focuses on the detection of fabricated data with statistical tools. This leaflet also explains that 3 out of 20 fabricated datasets that are the hardest to detect will get an additional reward of €100, which serves as an incentive to fabricate data that are hard to detect.
During the session, the instruction explicates the timeframe available for fabrication (i.e., 45 minutes) and specifies the hypotheses in the fictional study for which participating researchers have to fabricate data. We use the Stroop (1935) for these fictional studies, a classic research paradigm in psychology that focuses on participants' response times. In the actual Stroop paradigm, participants are asked to determine the color a word is presented in (i.e., word colors), but the word also reads a color (i.e., color words). The presented word color (i.e., "red", "blue", or "green") can be either presented in the congruent color (e.g., "red" presented in red) or an incongruent color (i.e., "red" presented in green). The dependent variable in the Stroop task is the response latency, where latency is on average higher for incongruent than for congruent words. Researchers participating in our study are asked to fabricate the mean and SD of latency for congruent and incongruent conditions, for 25 (fictional) individuals (i.e., 2 conditions × 2 statistics × 25 persons = 100 data points). A fabrication spreadsheet is provided, where the researchers fill in their fabricated data and are immediately presented with the results for the specified hypotheses.
Participants are requested to keep notes on how they fabricate the data for the interview that follows immediately after the participant has completed fabricating data. This interview is semi-structured (audio recorded) and lasts approximately twenty through thirty minutes. They are asked: After answering these questions we debrief participants, which includes reminding the participant of ethical standards and professional guidelines that condemn data fabrication, to ensure that the participant realizes this was only an academic exercise.
Evaluation project 1
We use both genuine and fabricated datasets (20 datasets each). We collect the fabricated datasets during the project and we download genuine data from the Many Labs 3 project (o sf.io/ct89g; Ebersole et al. 2016) . These genuine and fabricated data are used to examine the statistical properties of the tools to detect data fabrication. We apply four different statistical methods, of which we combine three into an overall test (see Fig. 1 ).
We apply digit analysis to the first and final digit of the fabricated mean and SD response latencies (e.g., for 1.45 we use 1 and 5). We apply Benford's law to the first digit four times: The applied statistical methods to test for data fabrication in Project 1, depicting those that are combined into an overall test for data fabrication with the Fisher method. Benford's law is excluded from the overall tests because of an expected lack of utility.
SDs is readily simulated. A p-value is then computed to determine how extreme the observed amount of variation in the SDs is, which serves as a test for potential data fabrication.
We test four multivariate associations between means and SDs of the response latencies by comparing them with the meta-analytic estimate of the genuine data. The multivariate association of means between conditions, SDs between conditions, and the association of means and SDs within conditions are inspected (i.e., four in total). For example, if association between the mean response latencies in the congruent and incongruent conditions is estimated to be distributed normally with μ = .23 and σ = .1 in genuine data, finding an association of -.7 is an extreme value (vice versa: .28 would not be extreme) and can be considered an anomaly.
Finally, we combine the terminal digit analyses, variance analyses, and analyses of multivariate associations into an overall Fisher test (see Fig. 1 For all tools the false positive-and false negative rate are investigated and related to sensitivity and specificity, as a function of significance level alpha (varying from .000001 to .1), with data of individual labs and fabricators as unit of analysis. We perform an ROCanalysis and estimate the optimal criterion using cost-benefit analysis of correct and false classifications for the 20 genuine and 20 fabricated data sets included in this project. Whereas the previous project focuses on the performance and statistical properties of the tools to detect potential data fabrication, Project 2 focuses on understanding the process of data fabrication. We examine the interviews from Project 1 for data fabrication characteristics and relate these to whether we did (not) detect data fabrication in Project 1.
From Project 1, participants' data fabrication descriptions (henceforth called participant's method) are used to answer questions such as: (i) How are participant's methods linked to tool performance? (ii) Are some tools in Project 1 more successful in predicting the use of some participant's methods than others? (iii) If some participant's method lead to undetected data fabrication with existing tools, does this method suggest (further) development of a tool that may be sensitive to this participant's method?
Procedure project 2
Because the analyses and results of Project 2 are largely dependent on the behavior of participants, we can only provide the framework of our procedure.
Interviews with participants from Project 1 are transcribed, qualitatively analyzed for data fabrication characteristics, and related to the (non-)detection of data fabrication in Project 1. We apply an inductive approach to identify data fabrication characteristics (Yamasaki and Rihoux 2009) , where the transcripts are read and discussed (CHJH and student-assistant) to identify data fabrication characteristics. Subsequently, transcripts are coded for these characteristics by two independent coders. As a result, we acquire a list of data fabrication characteristics for each fabricator. An example of a data fabrication characteristic is whether the participant simulated data with a random number generator. These data fabrication characteristics are linked to whether we were able to detect data fabrication in Project 1, which allows us to assess whether specific data fabrication characteristics were easier or harder to detect than others were.
Evaluation project 2
We apply crisp set qualitative comparative analysis (QCA; Rihoux and Ragin 2009) to identify unique combinations of data fabrication characteristics, which we link to whether we detected data fabrication in Project 1. The goal of this analysis is to analyze unique combinations of characteristics to identify recurring characteristics that improve or reduce detection of data fabrication. This allows us to assess whether specific characteristics of data fabrication yield higher detection rates. Also, we rank unique combinations of data fabrication characteristics on detection rate, allowing us to assess which characteristics are well-detected with current statistical tools and which are not. For example, it might be the case that all data fabrication patterns that include copy-pasting data points are detected as fabricated. Subsequently, copy-pasting data in the fabrication process seems sufficient to detecting data fabrication (see Table 1 ). Vice versa, it can highlight conditions that lead to non-detection (e.g., simulated data). For example, it seems plausible that when univariate data are simulated, statistical tools that inspect univariate results will have more difficulty in detecting fabricated data because simulation may yield sufficient amounts of sampling error. Currently, relatively few articles are inspected for data anomalies; Project 3 investigates and develops methods to increase the number of articles that can be inspected for data anomalies by (semi-)automating this process, greatly decreasing marginal costs for an initial screening. Automated screening tools for data anomalies have been suggested (Carlisle et al. 2015 , Miller 2015 , but have yet to be developed.
This final project investigates screening tools in two subprojects: (i) semi-automatic detection of data anomalies and (ii) development of software to facilitate future automatic detection of data anomalies. In subproject 1 we apply currently available software to semiautomatically detect data anomalies. This software was designed for other purposes than detecting data anomalies and only few statistical methods to detect data anomalies can be applied. Hence, we develop new software in subproject 2 that extracts more data and allows for the application of more extensive statistical methods to detect data anomalies (including the methods from projects 1 and 2).
In subproject 1, we apply available software to screen ~30,000 psychology articles semiautomatically to detect data anomalies. This software, co-developed by the principal investigator CHJH and first released in 2015, is covered more extensively in the procedure section. It automatically extracts statistical results from research articles (e.g., t (85) = 2.86, p = .005) and methods inspecting p-values can subsequently be applied to flag potentially problematic papers. We follow up the flagged articles manually to investigate whether these were indeed anomalous or not (e.g., erroneous data extraction by the software), resulting in a qualitative assessment of what can go wrong in automated data extraction and an initial assessment of how many papers contain anomalies.
In subproject 2, we team up with ContentMine to create new and more extensive data extraction software. The software from subproject 1 was developed for other purposes than detecting various kinds of data anomalies. Methods from Project 1 and 2 cannot be applied with the available software. In order to extend the data that are extracted and thereby the detection capabilities, we will work together with ContentMine to make software that can extract other information from research articles. Main goals include developing software to extract the raw data underlying scatterplots (e.g., Fig. 2 ), facilitating digit analyses, and to extract data from tables (e.g., Fig. 3 ), facilitating variance analyses. ContentMine has indicated that these goals are feasible within the timeframe of the contract (25 days of work).
After developing this improved open-source software, we validate whether it properly extracts data. Even though subproject 1 provides a proof of concept of using automated tools to detect data anomalies, we need to validate whether these new tools are valid in extracting data prior to applying them to detect data anomalies. As such, the application of this new software to detect data anomalies is scope for future research that becomes possible upon completion of both subproject 1 and 2.
Procedure project 3
Subproject 1 uses semi-automatic procedures to flag psychology articles for data anomalies potentially due to data fabrication. We reuse data extracted from ~30,000 psychology articles with the R package statcheck (osf.io/gdr4q; Nuijten et al. 2015) . The package scans HTML/PDF versions of articles and extracts all in-line reported results, given that they are reported in the format required by the American Psychological Scatterplot reporting the accompanying correlation value. The raw data for variables X and Y is available in the individual points and can be extracted. Statistical methods such as terminal digit analysis can be applied to these raw data to detect data anomalies. Association (APA). The scope of results extracted by statcheck is limited due to this restriction, but already some statistical methods to detect data anomalies can be applied. More specifically, we use the Fisher method (Fisher 1925) to identify papers that report more high p-values than low p-values.
Those research articles flagged with the Fisher method as including data anomalies are inspected manually to determine whether there is indeed an anomaly. The statcheck procedure could false-positively flag articles for which it erroneously extracted results, instead of actual problems. This manual investigation allows us to investigate whether they are flagged correctly, and if not, why they were flagged nonetheless. This information can be used to improve data extraction software in subproject 2. When done for all initially flagged research articles this will provide an initial prevalence estimate of how many research articles contain data anomalies out of the ~30,000 inspected.
In subproject 2 of Project 3, ContentMine and we develop software to extract more information from articles. To this end, we use the ContentMine software ami (github.com/ contentmine/ami-plugin; Murray-Rust et al. 2014 ) as the primary infrastructure to extract information. The ContentMine team is contracted to work on building add-ons to this software to extract data from tables, figures, and to train the main applicant (CHJH) on developing so-called dictionaries to specify which statistical information is extracted. The main benefit of ami is that it is easily extended to search for additional statistical information. CHJH will extend the software to flexibly and extensively extract statistical results. This includes not only results of statistical tests, as statcheck extracts, but also statistical results such as Cronbach's alpha (measure of scale reliability), means, and SDs. Moreover, in future projects (outside of the scope of this proposal) ami can be extended to include Natural Language Processing (NLP), which can be applied to understand the structure of sentences in order to extract even more information from research papers.
The open-source software developed with ContentMine will be applied to 60 empirical research articles and validated by comparing data extracted manually with data extracted automatically. We manually extract the data the software should extract and check whether the software also does so. In order to ensure cross-publisher applicability of the software, we investigate the validity for five publishers, who publish the majority of the social science literature (Elsevier, Wiley, Taylor Francis, Sage, Springer; Larivière et al. 2015) . These publishers have various ways of formatting tables or figures, which affects whether the software can properly extract the data. In order to randomly sample 10 articles per publisher, a list of all social-and medical science articles for these publishers is collected from their respective websites automatically (CHJH has previously developed software to this end; github.com/chartgerink/journal-spiders). The random sample has to be published in or after 2010 and have at least a methods and results section (this makes it plausible it pertains to an empirical research article).
Evaluation project 3
In subproject 1, we flag research articles as potentially problematic based on extracted pvalues. In subproject 2, we validate the newly developed software by manually extracting information from 60 research articles and comparing it to the information extracted automatically. Statistical information that is supposed to be extracted by the software from these 60 research articles will be manually coded (e.g., means, SDs, etc.). Subsequently, we apply the new software to extract information and see to what degree the automatically extracted results correspond to the manually extracted results. With scatterplots, this validation is hardly possible, hence it is feasible that there will be cases where the automated procedures extract more information than the manual data extraction.
Outcomes project 3
1.
Dataset on research papers automatically flagged with available software, including whether there was reason to believe it flagged erroneously upon manual inspection.
2.
Newly developed open-source software to extract statistical information from empirical research articles (together with ContentMine) 3. Dataset of manually extracted statistical information and automatically extracted statistical information (extracted with new software) for 60 research articles 4. Manuscript on automated detection of data anomalies, potentially due to data fabrication
Responsible conduct of research plan
To ensure the integrity of the proposed research, we cover (i) ethical considerations, (ii) openness of research materials, and (iii) reproducibility of research results. Project 1 is scrutinized by the Tilburg University Psychological Ethical Testing Committee before data collection commences. Second, all research files will be publicly available (data from Project 1 will be permanently anonymized). Third, reproducibility is promoted with dynamic 2 2 manuscripts (i.e., with the knitr package; Xie 2014) and all analyses are double-checked (i.e., co-piloted; Wicherts 2011 , Veldkamp et al. 2014 ).
To ensure all personnel is familiar with ethical guidelines, ethical approval, and research protocols, these are (re)distributed and (re)discussed at the start of each research project. Several additional training days for the student-assistant are provided by CHJH, training him/her in essential responsible research skills (e.g., reproducibility, documenting decisions) and provides a theoretical framework for considering ethical issues that are not included in protocols. This ensures that the student-assistant is familiarized with procedures and promotes independence in an open, reproducible fashion.
Dissemination
We disseminate results on Twitter, at conferences, and in Open Access publications. We will spread findings on Twitter; three science related accounts have agreed to disseminate results and reach approximately 50,000 followers (@openscience, 43,000 followers; @ons cience, 650 followers; @OSFramework, 4,500 followers). Part of the results of the projects will be presented at the World Conference on Research Integrity 2017 (Amsterdam) and the 2017 Association for Psychological Science (APS) convention in Boston. Manuscripts will be made available upon completion as preprints and submitted to Open Access journals, which results in more downloads per paper and more citations (Davis 2011) .
Project management
The principal investigator, CHJH, carries day-to-day responsibility for the project (see Table  2 for timeline). Marcel van Assen and Jelte Wicherts provide supervision. Jelte Wicherts (JMW) and Marcel van Assen (MvA) both have strong expertise in (advising on) research misconduct cases. For instance, JMW took part in an ad hoc committee on research integrity investigating claims made against Nyborg (Vernon 2015) , and MvA was the statistical advisor on one of the committees investigating Stapel's data fabrication (Levelt Committee et al. 2012) . CHJH has previously detected potential data fabrication and is meticulous in his research. The precision and understanding that is required to bring this project to completion are in place and his ideal of opening up the entire scientific process give him a large sense of responsibility. His doctoral project was lauded as most promising at the World Conference on Research Integrity (2015) . Management of the research materials themselves occurs via the Open Science Framework and on a continuous basis, which provides an online backup and provides a logbook of changes to research files. Table 2 .
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